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We present a fast and compact multichannel coincidence unit to count all possible single and
coincidence detection events in an experiment with eight single-photon detectors at once. Using
high-speed electronics and a microcontroller, this device is able to process up to 800 000 events/ s.
The coincidence window can be tuned within a range of 4–12 ns. The device can be easily scaled
to any number of input channels and is thus ideally suited for efficient multiphoton quantum

information processing. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2149007�
I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced multiparty quantum communication1–6 and
particularly all-optical quantum computation7,8 require the
efficient and simultaneous recording of different multiphoton
coincidence detection events. Conventional electronics for
the analysis of coincidence detection events, usually consist-
ing of a combination of logical AND gates, can be used to
register only a few preselected coincidence combinations si-
multaneously. For the rapidly increasing number of possible
coincidences between more and more detectors, extensive
wiring to a rapidly increasing number of logic units becomes
necessary. One has thus to compromise between the com-
plexity of the electronics and the required measurement time,
and sometimes indeed repeat measurement runs for record-
ing different sets of coincidences.

In this article we describe a compact and fast multichan-
nel photon coincidence unit developed to register all possible
coincidence events between eight detectors simultaneously.
The unit achieves this feat efficiently by recording the status
of all input channels and uses this data for further numerical
processing. The principle can be easily scaled to any number
of input channels, thus avoiding the exponential increase of
the detection logic complexity. The efficient operation and
the features of this model are experimentally demonstrated
based on the data obtained in a typical multiphoton experi-
ment using pulsed parametric down-conversion.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we explain
the basic principle of the device. In Sec. III we present the
realization for recording coincidences from eight detector
channels and describe in Sec. IV the operation and perfor-
mance of the coincidence unit. Its application for the analysis
of multidetection events in an experimental environment,
typical for quantum communication, is discussed in Sec. V.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION

In a specific time interval n single-photon detectors are
in one out of 2n possible states representing all possible
single and coincidence detection events. Each of these states
can be treated as a single n-bit pattern. To acquire all pos-
sible coincidence events at once, this n-bit pattern has to be
captured correctly and then processed. One possibility is to
save each sampled n-bit pattern one after the other. This
scheme would be mainly limited by the recording rate of the
storage medium �e.g., hard disk�. Another possibility is to
perform an immediate histogramming as a preprocessing
step for a given integration time. This is of advantage if there
is no special interest in recording the sequence of individual
events.

The basic operation principle of the eight-channel coin-
cidence counter is shown in Fig. 1. Eight inputs are com-
bined to an 8 bit pattern, which is captured after an initial
event recognition �OR�, and then buffered by a first-in-first-
out �FIFO� memory for interpretation by the microcontroller.
In a captured code word, each bit corresponds to a particular
detector state, therefore any possible combination of eight
detectors showing a coincidence event corresponds to an
8 bit pattern, leading to 256 possible patterns. The “0” code
word does not represent any detector event and is used to
indicate an empty FIFO buffer. For histogramming, we use a
microcontroller which interprets the 8 bit pattern as an index
for a counter array in the onboard random access memory
�RAM�, and increments the according content in a single
step. This is a very efficient operation, which can be per-
formed even on a moderate speed controller with sufficient
throughput. Still, to avoid unnecessary dead time of the sys-
tem, we use a FIFO buffer for the input data to decouple the
primary event flow from the histogramming cycle. After an
appropriate integration time, the histogram counter array is
read by a host computer. From these data, the rate of every
possible coincidence event can be extracted after little post-

processing.
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III. REALIZATION OF THE DEVICE

For the fast primary signal processing, the circuit was
implemented in fast emitter-coupled logic �ECL� technology,
and careful RF layout techniques were necessary using a
four-layer printed circuit board. A simplified circuit diagram
of the eight-channel coincidence unit is shown in Fig. 2.

From each avalanche photodiode detector, we receive
nuclear instrumentation module �NIM� compatible signals.
In the coincidence unit a first level shift from NIM to ECL
and signal regeneration is performed with a MC100E416. An
OR gate is used to derive a trigger signal �4OR� from the
eight input lines to initiate pattern sampling into an 8 bit
latch �MC10H603� after a time defined by an adjustable one
shot �P1�. The eight-channel OR gate is implemented by
chaining four quad-input-OR/NOR gates �MC10E101�. This
also allows to recognize an external veto signal by hardware
with only little propagation delay penalty. The latch transfers
the ECL signals into standard transistor-transistor logic
�TTL� levels and holds the 8 bit pattern for capturing by the
slower FIFO chip �CY7C4211�. The complete timing se-
quence is asynchronously locked to the initial trigger event
using adjustable one shots, which are based on a high-speed
flip-flop �MC100EL31� and have adjustment ranges from
1 to 20 ns. In order to ensure transfer from the initial latch

FIG. 2. Simplified circuit diagram of the fast part of the coincidence unit,
relevant for the coincidence detection. The left side shows the eight input
channels, for the eight detector signals �NIM�, we start off with. The eight
detector pulses are first turned into ECL pulses allowing fast signal process-
ing. The whole signal processing is triggered by the output signal of an
eight-channel OR gate, indicating a detection event, which is captured by an
8 bit latch. P1–P4 denote four adjustable one shots, which are used to guar-
antee the exact timing sequence. After the correct event recognition, the data
byte representing all possible single and coincidence events is written into a

FIFO buffer for further processing.
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into the FIFO, a timing sequence shown in Fig. 3 is used,
which is explained in detail in the next section.

The depth of the FIFO is chosen to be 512 bit, so that for
primary event rates of up to 800 000 events/ s, a read latency
of about 640 �s can be allowed, which can be easily accom-
plished with the chosen moderate speed microcontroller.

On the output side of the FIFO, signals are conditioned
such that the microcontroller �MEGA332�9 can load the 8 bit
pattern with an efficient polling scheme, to keep both hard-
ware and processing software simple. Eight AND gates tie
the output of the FIFO to 0 if the FIFO chip is empty, so that
no physically meaningful 8 bit pattern is transfered in this
case. An octal buffer �74HC541� and simple address decod-
ing is used to gate the flow to the microcontroller bus. The
FIFO output is represented by a single 1 byte location in the
CPU address space.

Additional timing logic is necessary to accurately define
an integration time window. This task is performed with an
onboard time processing unit �TPU�,10 which can be pro-
grammed to generate an output pulse of any desired length
from a few 100 �s to seconds, addressing the reset function
of the FIFO. At the beginning of each event sampling period,
the FIFO reset is asserted, leading to a reset of the device. At
the end of the chosen integration time the timer interrupt of
the TPU causes an absolute uncertainty of the integration
time window. Since usual measurement times are above 1 s,
and the timing uncertainty is on the order of a few microsec-
onds, this tiny error on the integration time usually can be
neglected. If desired, a simple way to overcome this uncer-
tainty is to use an output pulse of the TPU as veto signal.

The histogramming algorithm implemented in the micro-
controller allows an average processing time of 1.2 �s per
event reading. The hole polling and histogramming core
code, together with some command interpretation and output
routines via a serial �RS232� interface and interrupt routines
for timing, are stored in an onboard electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory �EEPROM�. The only com-
munication with the host personal computer �PC� is an ini-
tialization, together with a parameter transfer at the
beginning, and a data transfer of the 256 histogram results at
the end of a sampling period.

The whole high-speed signal processing together with
the FIFO, the control logic, and the output logic was realized
on a single circuit board, interfacing to a commercial 68332-
based microcontroller. Typical power consumption is domi-
nated by the ECL components, leading to 3.75 W at −5 V

FIG. 1. �Color online� Scheme of the eight-channel co-
incidence unit. The device can be grouped into three
different parts: A first fast part for coincidence detection
and event capturing, followed by a FIFO to buffer the
8 bit patterns, and a third, slower part, containing the
microcontroller for histogramming. The unit is con-
nected via a serial interface to a personal computer �PC�
for final data processing.
and 0.54 W at +5 V, respectively.
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IV. OPERATION OF THE DEVICE

In the actual implementation the detector signals follow
the NIM amplitude specification, where the detection event
time is defined by the leading edge of the pulse. This primary
pulse shape and length �15 ns� is formed in the detector
modules.

Figure 3 shows the measured timing sequence on the fast
side to write the 8 bit pattern into the FIFO chip, following a
single detection signal �DS� which initiates the complete data
processing. The total propagation through the initial OR gate
chain is 0.8–2.0 ns, resulting from the specified propagation
delay of each individual gate. The output of the OR chain
triggers the first one shot P1 creating a negative pulse with a
duration of about 2.2 ns. The rising edge of this pulse is used
to trigger a second one shot, P2, generating an 11.8-ns-long
pulse to latch the detector input pattern. This pulse length
was chosen to allow a sufficient setup and hold time for the
transfer of the 8 bit pattern into the FIFO. To initiate this
transfer, a series of two more one shots is used to drive the
write clock signal �WCLK�, fulfilling the setup and hold tim-
ing requirements of the FIFO chip. The theoretical total av-
erage time after which the input data can be written into the
FIFO chip, resulting from the specified minimal and maxi-
mal propagation delays of each individual ECL logic com-
ponent, the adjusted pulse length of the one shot P1, and an
estimated signal transmission propagation delay time of

FIG. 4. �Color online� Timing of the coincidence window. D1 and D8 de-
note two exemplary detector signals. The output pulse of the last OR gate is
labeled by 4OR. P1 and P2 denote the output pulses of the first two one
shots, allowing to tune the coincidence window. The theoretical expected

average coincidence window with the present setup is tw�4.92 ns.
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0.7 ns for the latch enable signal and the specified data setup
time of the FIFO, is about 12.78 ns and cannot get smaller
than 11.58 ns. The lower bound is obtained for a minimal
delay pulse length of 1 ns for P1. In the present configuration
�Fig. 3� the measured overall processing time of about 14 ns
results mainly from the pulse length adjustment of P3.

As the readout from the FIFO is performed with a rela-
tively low speed microcontroller, timing requirements are
much more relaxed. Output flow control signals required by
the FIFO are derived from the address bus signal A5 and
CS10/RD via simple NOR gates, where CS10 is a custom
programmable chip select output of the microcontroller, and
a low on RD signals a read operation.

A. Coincidence window

One of the most important properties of the device pre-
sented is the time window in which multiple detection events
are identified as coincidences. To guarantee that photo detec-
tion events caused by two consecutive laser pulses are not
identified as coincidences, the coincidence window must be
smaller than the repetition rate �82 MHz� of the mode-locked
Ti:Sapphire laser, corresponding to a pulse distance of
12.2 ns, typically used in pulsed multiphoton experiments.

The coincidence window was measured by observing
pair coincidences of an original detector signal with a de-
layed copy of it. We found coincidences for delays ranging
from tw1=5.55 ns to tw2=6.25 ns, leading to an average
value of tw=5.9 ns. To understand how the coincidence win-
dow is defined by circuit properties, and how it can be ad-
justed, analysis of signal propagation has to be carried out.
All detector pulses propagating to the latch chip are counted
as a coincidence, if the input lines are in an active state when
the latch is enabled �LEN� by the second one shot �P2�.
Timing details are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The width of the coincidence window following the first
detection event can be expressed as

tw = td1 + td2 + tp1 + td3 + td4 + tl, �1�

with the following parameters:

• td1: delay time through the four OR/NOR-gates,
• td2: propagation delay time of one shot P1,

FIG. 3. �Color online� Fast side timing of the coinci-
dence unit. The coincidence registration is initiated by a
detection signal, which is denoted by DS. The output of
the last OR gate is labeled by 4OR. The output signals
of the four one shots providing the correct timing se-
quence are labeled by P1 to P4. The 8 bit pattern is
written into the FIFO on the rising edge of the WCLK
signal �inverted and level-shifted P4 signal�.
• tp1: pulse length of one shot P1,
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• td3: propagation delay time of one shot P2,
• td4: LEN signal transmission delay time, and
• tl: setup time and hold time of the latch.

Since there is an uncertainty, resulting mainly from the tim-
ing requirements of the latch, the time period after which the
data is finally latched and due to mismatches in the propaga-
tion delays of the OR gate chain and the one shots, there is a
minimal and maximal coincidence window to be expected.
According to the manufacturer specifications the propagation
delay times td1 for each OR gate are ranging from
0.2 to 0.5 ns and the propagation delay times td2 and td3 of
the one shots P1 and P2 are specified within 0.38–0.59 ns.
Using tp1=2.2 ns, td4=0.7 ns, a setup time of −1.5 ns, and a
hold time of 0.8 ns for the latch, the coincidence windows
should range between

tw
min = �0.8 + 0.38 + 2.2 + 0.38 + 0.70 − 1.5� ns = 2.96 ns,

tw
max = �2.0 + 0.59 + 2.2 + 0.59 + 0.70 + 0.8� ns = 6.88 ns.

The estimated bounds are in good agreement with the mea-
sured average value of tw=5.9 ns. The coincidence window
can be varied within some limits by changing the pulse
length tp1 of the first one shot P1. Because the pulse length of
one shot P1 cannot get below 1 ns, the shortest coincidence
window achievable with the current setup is about 3.72 ns.

To overcome this limit, we would have to introduce a
delay for the detector signals propagating into the capture
latch and to use a fast latch, then allowing for coincidence
time windows only limited by timing jitter, signal path mis-
matches, and the timing conditions of the latch. Assuming
detector time jitter of about 1 ns, signal path mismatches
below 0.5 ns, and a latch with a setup time and hold time
below 0.5 ns, the lower bound for such a coincidence time
window would be about 2 ns. Such a shortening of the coin-
cidence window would help reducing the registration of ac-

cidental coincidences, which might be of interest in quantum
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optical experiments with continuous wave �cw� pump
sources but is of no significant concern in experiments where
pulsed sources are used.

B. Data processing

The largest mean event rate digestable by the unit is
given by the processing time of the processor for one histo-
gramming cycle. We have measured a processing time of
1.2 �s, corresponding to a maximal processing rate of about
800 000 events/ s. Since the whole initial coincidence cap-
ture and FIFO transfer takes about 14 ns we can only detect
those events which are created by every second laser pulse.

To correctly identify all possible coincidences and pri-
mary events from an observed coincidence pattern, we have
to perform a postprocessing on the raw histogram data. For
example, a bit pattern equal to “00101011” is not only label-
ing a fourfold coincidence, it also contains a number of
three- and twofold coincidences and of course four single
events. The postprocessing algorithm is performed after de-
tection in the host PC.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Some of the basic properties of the coincidence unit,
such as the coincidence time window and proper identifica-
tion of multidetector events, were verified with well-defined
test signals.

To demonstrate the powerful operation of the coinci-
dence counter in a realistic experiment, we present an analy-
sis of multiphoton coincidence events obtained from pulsed
parametric down-conversion. A more detailed characteriza-
tion of the pulsed parametric down-conversion source will be
published elsewhere.11

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. We use a
Ti:Sapphire laser emitting pulses of light at a central wave-
length of �=780 nm with a duration of about 180 fs at a

FIG. 5. �Color online� Experimental
setup to demonstrate the operation of
the multichannel coincidence counter
�LBO: lithium triborate crystal, BBO:
beta barium borate crystal, C: fiber
coupler, F: narrow bandwidth filter
��=3 nm, BS: beam splitter, PBS:
polarizing beam splitter, and D1-D8:
single-photon detectors�. In different
orders n of the parametric down-
conversion process n photon pairs are
created. The multiphoton emission is
analyzed with the eight-channel coin-
cidence counter presented here.
repetition rate of 82 MHz. This radiation is frequency
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doubled in a lithium triborate �LBO� crystal, and the UV
light is then used to pump a 2-mm-thick type-II cut beta
barium borate �BBO� crystal. In the first-order process of
type-II parametric down-conversion, a pump photon is split-
ted into two highly correlated photons with different
polarizations.12 Generally processes of the order n lead to the
creation of n correlated photon pairs, or 2n photons. The
correlated photons are collected into two single mode fibers.
To analyze the multiphoton emission, we split the photons in
each fiber at a 50/50 optical beam splitter �BS� and perform
a polarization analysis in each of the four output modes a, a�,
b, and b� behind the BS. For this purpose, we use polarizing
beam splitter �PBS� followed by silicon avalanche photo-
diodes �Si-APD� capable to register single photons. The out-
put signals of these eight photodetectors denoted by D1-D8
are then analyzed with the device presented above.

The 2n photon state obtained from type-II parametric
down-conversion is given by11,13

��DC
n � =

1
�n + 1

1

n!
�a0H

† b0V
† − a0V

† b0H
† �n�0� , �2�

where a0H
† �a0V

† � describes the creation of a horizontally �ver-
tically� polarized photon in mode a0 and so on. In the first-
order process �n=1� a two-photon polarization entangled
state can be obtained,12 often used for the demonstration of
quantum communication between two parties, such as quan-
tum dense coding14 or quantum teleportation.15 The second
order �n=2� describes the creation of four photons.16 Re-
stricting this state to contributions with detectable fourfold
coincidences in modes a, a�, b, and b� leads to the following
normalized four-photon state behind the two beam splitters:

��4� =
1
�6
	�HaHa�VbVb�� + �VaVa�HbHb��

−
1

2
��HaVa�HbVb�� + �Ha�Va�HbVb��

+ �HaVaHbVb�� + �VaHa�HbVb�� + �HaVa�Hb�Vb��

+ �Ha�Va�Hb�Vb�� + �HaVaHb�Vb��

+ �VaHa�Hb�Vb�� + �HaVa�HbVb� + �Ha�Va�HbVb�

+ �HaVaHbVb� + �VaHa�HbVb� + �HaVa�VbHb��

+ �Ha�Va�VbHb�� + �HaVaVbHb��

+ �VaHa�VbHb���
 . �3�

This state contains 18 terms, which are a subset of all four-
photon terms described by �2� for n=2. A record of all pos-
sible fourfold coincidences between the eight detectors is
shown in Fig. 6. Since the eight single-photon detectors ex-
hibit different detection efficiencies due to production toler-
ances, the four-photon coincidence rates presented here are
corrected for the separately calibrated efficiencies, without
changing the overall detection rate.

As expected, the measurement shows significant popula-
tion of 18 different fourfold coincidences as described by �3�.

The nonvanishing event rate on the other remaining fourfold
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detector combinations is mainly resulting from the experi-
mentally achieved nonperfect four-photon correlations. This
measurement demonstrates the efficient detection of all pos-
sible different fourfold coincidences in a quantum optical
experiment with eight detectors.

To demonstrate that the device is able to process all pos-
sible single and coincidence events at once, the complete
emission of the parametric down-conversion can be ana-
lyzed. Generally, there are m different x-fold coincidences
between n detectors:

m =
n!

��n − x�! · x!�
. �4�

To show the correct registration of all single and coincidence
events, all single count rates and all multiphoton coincidence
events of the same type can be summed up and compared
with the theory. The sum N of all experimentally observed
x-fold coincidences, together with the theoretical prediction,
is shown in Fig. 7. The overall measurement time for the
analysis of the emission of the pulsed parametric down-
conversion was 60 h. The complete measurement was per-
formed without interruption and the total number of acquisi-
tions was about 4.3�1010. For the evaluation the raw data
directly obtained from the experiment were used. As one can
see, the presented eight-channel coincidence unit is capable
to register all 255 possible single and coincidence events at
once and to cover a range of ten orders of magnitude in
count rates.

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The experimental results shown here clearly demonstrate
the high performance of the multichannel coincidence unit in
multiphoton experiments.

Meanwhile the presented eight-channel coincidence
counter was already used for the realization of several ex-
periments. The device was used to analyze different three-
and four-photon polarization entangled states,17–19 which

FIG. 6. �Color online� All possible 70 fourfold coincidences between the
eight detectors D1-D8. The theory predicts the registration of 18 different
fourfold coincidences with two different detection probabilities. Labeled are
the two fourfold coincidences corresponding to the first two terms in Eq. �3�.
The registration of this coincidences should be four times higher than the
registration of all other events.
form the basis for multiparty quantum communication, to
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study multiphoton entanglement20,21 and to demonstrate
decoherence-free quantum communication between two
parties.22

We are convinced that the efficient event detection with
the presented compact multichannel coincidence unit, or
similar devices based on the same principle, will strongly
influence future development of quantum communication be-
cause it enables the experimental demonstration of multi-
party quantum communication protocols with more than two
photons, such as quantum secret sharing,23 quantum
telecloning,6 or other quantum communication schemes.

Moreover, such a detection unit will be essential for the
realization of linear optics quantum computation,7,8 which
requires the simultaneous detection and registration of a
huge number of photons.

FIG. 7. Analysis of the multiphoton emission of the pulsed parametric
down-conversion source. Shown is, on logarithmic scale, the sum N of all m
possible single detection events and x-fold coincidence detection events reg-
istered in an overall measurement time of 60 h. The experimental results are
compared with the theory. This measurement indicates that the developed
multichannel coincidence unit is able to process all possible 255 different
detection events at the same time, and therefore clearly demonstrates the
powerful and efficient operation of this type of instrument.
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